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Abstract 

The idea that teaching practices could be improved through better data systems has 

captured the imagination of policy makers, researchers and foundations.  However, the concept 

of data use itself is so ill-defined as to suggest that it is more of a panacea than a coherent reform 

proposal.  This paper examines the concept with an eye toward what we would need to know 

about teacher data use to ensure that it would actually yield productive improvements in 

teaching and would not turn out to be an ill-thought-through panacea.  The paper offers a 

research agenda organized around two central issues: The difference between psychometric 

feedback and clinical feedback, and the difference between productive teaching and defensive 

teaching. 
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The idea that teaching practices could be improved through better data systems has 

captured the imagination of policy makers, researchers and foundations.  It started with the idea 

that students could learn more if they received better information about what they should be 

learning, what they had done so far, and what was still needed for them to master the material.  

It spread to the idea that teachers, too, could benefit from better knowledge of how their 

students were doing, and that schools and districts would benefit from more formative feedback 

as well.   

My task in this paper is to examine research on how teachers use data to understand and 

respond to their own students, and to outline a research agenda regarding teachers’ data use. 

For purposes of this paper, I assume the data most likely to be of interest would be standardized, 

system-wide assessments of student progress that may or may not be embedded into the 

curriculum and that provide either teachers or students, or both, with information about 

student progress, what students have learned or what they have failed to learn. To avoid 

questions about the technical quality of the data themselves, the paper assumes that any such 

data system provides timely information of reasonable technical quality.  

The rhetoric about data use persistently argues that it will foster improvements at all 

level of education:  within individual classrooms, within schools, within districts.  But the term 

also seems to refer to a wide variety of data and a wide variety of uses, thus raising the 

possibility that the concept itself is more of a panacea, a mythical cure-all, than a specific reform 

proposal designed for a specific purpose.  I therefore begin this paper by examining the 

character of the proposed innovation itself.  The central concern I have is whether the concept of 

formal data systems might turn out to be the latest in a long line of panaceas that have 

ultimately been found wanting and have been abandoned. 

Data Use as a Panacea 

By definition, a panacea is a solution to a wide variety of problems rather than to a 

single, clearly specified problem.  Education policy in the United States has a long history of 

embracing panaceas, investing in them, and then ultimately abandoning them.  Panaceas are 

difficult to study in part because they tend to be ill-defined.  The term data use, for instance, has 

been used to refer to curriculum-embedded student assessments, management information 

systems, models of learning progressions, findings from the What Works Clearinghouse and 

other forms of data as well.  Some of these systems, such as the What Works Clearinghouse, 

seek to foster a kind of data use that consists of selecting programs that have been demonstrated 

to be most effective.  Other systems, such as district-level test score data bases, seek to foster a 
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kind of data use that consists of beefing up services or curricula or instruction wherever scores 

are low.  Some seek to foster a kind of data use that consists of making high-stakes 

accountability decisions about teachers, while others seek to foster a kind of formative 

improvement cycle for teachers.  The fact that the phrase ―data use‖ is so popular, even when it 

refers to such disparate activities and purposes, adds to the suspicion that the idea might be 

wishful thinking rather than shrewd strategy.   

Panaceas are also difficult to study because researchers themselves can become smitten 

by them and become advocates more than examiners of these new ideas (e.g., Popham 2006; 

Rothkopf 2009).  Even when researchers are skeptical, panaceas are difficult to study because 

they are put forward as solutions to numerous problems, rather than to any one specific 

problem. Consequently there is no obvious alternative with which to compare a panacea, nor 

any obvious outcome to assess.  So research on panaceas tends to focus on how well they are 

being implemented rather than on whether they actually succeed at any particular goal relative 

to some alternative.  In the case of data use, for instance, we see studies describing the things 

districts and schools have done to install a data system, but that say little about whether the data 

system, once installed, actually improved any decision making or instructional activities (e.g., 

Datnow et al. 2007; Kerr et al. 2006). 

The first task in establishing a research agenda on data use, then, is to remove the 

concept from its panacea pedestal and define a specific, researchable reason to care about it.  

The research question of interest cannot be simple whether data are used by teachers, but rather 

whether data are used productively, to improve instruction and to improve student learning.  

Below I outline the domain of interest regarding teachers’ use of data. In this case, the data of 

interest are largely test data. 

Research on Teachers’ Use of Data 

Every educational intervention is susceptible to unanticipated consequences and these 

consequences need to be identified and understood along with the intended consequences.  

Teachers may respond to new rules and procedures not by becoming more productive, but 

instead by becoming more rigid and defensive in their practice. They may stick to the letter of a 

new law, ignoring its spirit. They may learn to alter superficial aspects of their work, or to give 

an appearance of compliance without really engaging with deeper and more complicated 

instructional issues. Such defensive responses were found by Heilig and Darling-Hammond 

(2008) when they studied an accountability system in Texas.  Teachers there learned how to 

create the appearance of rising test scores without really altering their instructional practices.  

These authors found that, for example, low-achieving students were disproportionately excluded 

from taking the state’s high-stakes test, and that gains on the high stakes test were not reflected 

on other, lower-stakes tests. This is not the kind of response advocates seek.  Rather, they would 

like to see teachers use test data to re-think their instructional strategies, re-arrange their 

resources or instructional systems, or make other efforts to improve student learning.   

So when we seek greater use of data, we need to ask what kind of use is occurring, and 

what kind of instructional changes are occurring in response to test data.  For purposes of this 

paper, I refer to the desired uses of test data as productive uses and the undesirable uses as 
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defensive uses.  Defensive responses to test data include efforts to ―game the system‖ by 

removing low-performing students when tests are administered, but they also include responses 

such as narrowing instructional content to the literal items on the test, with no attention to 

underlying concepts that make those items relevant, or teaching students to memorize specific 

facts with no attention to their meaning.  Test items are designed to represent broad domains of 

knowledge and when teachers focus too tightly on the discrete items, the items lose their 

representativeness and are no longer reliable estimates of student knowledge of that domain.  

Therefore, examining the kind of instructional changes that follow from test use is an important 

part of a research agenda on data use. 

I would like to also extend these concepts of ―productive‖ and ―defensive‖ to refer to 

instruction more broadly. Our country has spent the past two decades in the throes of a massive 

reform designed to improve the overall quality of education.  A variety of terms have been used 

to describe the nature of this reform.  Some say it seeks more rigorous or demanding content, 

some that seeks more attention to big ideas or complex ideas, some that it seeks more 

intellectual engagement, some that it seeks more attention to reasoning and problem solving, 

and some that it seeks more authentic learning activities.  All of these ideas are discussed as 

alternatives to the kind of instruction that has traditionally permeated schools in the United 

States, which is sometimes referred to as lower-level, focused more on recall than on reasoning, 

more on facts than on ideas, more on discrete bits of knowledge than on integrated knowledge.   

There is no agreement on the details of either of these approaches to teaching, nor on 

what either should be called.  I tend to think of the reform approach as ―teaching for learning‖ 

since it is driven by a sense of what should be learned, and to think of traditional instruction as 

―teaching for coverage‖ since it seems to be driven by how much material has been covered 

rather than by what students are actually learning.  For purposes of this paper, though, I prefer 

to call them productive and defensive approaches to instruction, respectively. Productive 

instruction is analogous to productive uses of test data in that both have a strong conception of 

substantive purpose.  Defensive instruction is analogous to defensive use of tests in that both are 

more concerned with coverage, either covering all the pages in the book or ensuring that 

students can correctly respond to all the test items, regardless of whether students actually 

understand what they have read or recited. 

Since the data of interest to teachers is primarily test data, this matter of whether 

instructional approaches are productive or defensive is important.  There is a good chance that 

test data will motivate more defensive instructional practices, encouraging teachers to give 

students worksheets that reinforce a short list of facts needed to do well on the test. If this is the 

outcome, then the use of test data would work against other educational reforms by 

discouraging teachers from pursuing deeper understanding and more complex ideas.  Moreover, 

there is a great deal of evidence that teachers prefer more defensive practices because of other 

pressures in the environment. So even if test data encourage more productive instruction, that 

influence may be masked by other factors that foster other, more defensive instructional 

practices.  Thus a full understanding of the role of tests in instruction needs to consider not just 

the influence of the tests themselves, but also the complementary or mitigating influences of 

other pressures in the environment. 
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So the central issue is broad.  It encompasses how tests influence teachers’ instructional 

decisions, whether they foster or discourage productive instruction, and how their influence 

complements or competes with other influences in the instructional system.  

One remaining complication is this: Teachers already know more than anyone else in the 

school about their own students.  They spend every day directly interacting with students, 

responding to their questions, listening to their speculations and reading their daily 

assignments.  Teachers are well aware of the differences among their students, and of the 

nuances of how their students think about subject matter.  This knowledge is of a different 

character than that provided by formal assessment systems, of course, but it is also free and 

readily available. Thus an important question about the use of test data is whether the data 

provide enough value to justify its cost relative to the knowledge teachers already have at their 

disposal.  Following Meehl (1954), I refer to these two kinds of knowledge as clinical feedback 

and psychometric feedback and argue that a research agenda on teachers’ use of test data needs 

to consider what kind of knowledge each form of feedback provides and what benefits or 

drawbacks each may have.  

Table 1 displays the intersection between these two pairs of terms—clinical vs 

psychometric feedback and productive vs defensive instruction—to depict a domain for research 

on teachers’ use of data. The two rows represent the two main kinds of feedback that teachers 

have available to them, and the two columns represent the two possible ways that teachers can 

respond instructionally to that feedback.  

Table 1 

 Productive  

Response 

Defensive 

Response 

Psychometric 

Feedback 
Cell    1 Cell    2 

Clinical 

Feedback 
Cell    3 Cell    4 

 

Viewed in this way, the agenda for research on teachers’ use of data would focus on two 

broad questions: 

 Does psychometric feedback provide more or different knowledge than clinical feedback?  

In other words, is there more or different action in Cell 1 than in Cell 3?  We should also 

ask a cost-benefit question: Does the difference between Cell 1 and Cell 3 justify the cost 

of the data system? 

 Does the introduction of psychometric feedback encourage relatively more productive 

instruction or relatively more defensive instruction?  That is, do we see more action in 

Cell 1 or in Cell 2 when we introduce a new data system?  And since the impact of 

psychometric feedback can be enhanced or suppressed by other factors in the system, 

this question must always be addressed in the context of other influences on practice. 
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Both of these questions highlight the importance of examining teachers’ use of test data  in 

the context of their’ larger environment: in the context of the clinical feedback they already have 

and in the context of other institutional forces.  Moreover, these contextual factors must be 

examined from the teachers’ point of view, for it is teachers’ perceptions of these factors that 

influence their decisions, not the interpretations of outside observers or the intentions of well-

meaning institutions.  Years ago, when psychologists were first trying to simulate human 

problem solving on computers, they realized that they had to distinguish the objective 

parameters of a problem from the problem solver’s own perception of it.  Simon and Newell 

(1971) used the term problem space to refer to what the problem solver understood about the 

situation at any given moment. The notion of a problem space is useful here because it reminds 

us that what teachers might do with psychometric feedback, or any other resource, depends on 

what they perceive their needs, options, or constraints to be, not what an external observer 

might think would be a logical use.  

Teachers’ problem spaces have three main components: students, goals and constraints. The 

following three sections of this paper examine each of these. In each case, I first ask how 

teachers normally perceive and understand this component of their problem space and then ask 

the questions suggested by Table 1: whether psychometric feedback adds to clinical feedback in 

helping teachers understand this component of their problem space, and whether psychometric 

feedback is likely to motivate more productive or more defensive responses to this component. 

Students 

As Cohen (1988) has argued, teaching is ultimately an attempt to change other human 

beings.  Such enterprises are  extremely difficult and also heavily dependent on the willing 

cooperation of other people.  For teachers to be successful, then, students must be participants 

in the instructional process.  Yet school attendance is compulsory in the United States, so 

teachers’ classrooms will always contain some students who have no interest in learning.  This 

means that teachers cannot merely present content; they must either persuade students that this 

content is worth thinking about or persuade them to at least not interfere with other students 

who may want to learn.  

The second problem that students present is that, even when they are willing to 

participate, they are still young, restless, and inexperienced at the kind of sustained, 

concentrated, purposeful work that is required for learning.  This is true at every grade level, for 

at every grade level, teachers demand more sustained attention from students than they did the 

year before, and students are never prepared for that level of commitment. These two facts, that 

teachers work with children and adolescents rather than adults, and that these youngsters are 

not volunteers, has profound implications for teachers: Their task is not merely to teach about 

school subjects, but also to teach students how to learn and how to cooperate, neither of which 

comes naturally, and they must persuade students that all of this is worthwhile.  

The third problem students present is that they vary, so that instruction on any topic will 

necessarily be understood differently by different students.  Moreover, students’ responses to 

instruction can motivate them to participate relatively more or less. Students who grasp the 
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material quickly might become bored and begin fiddling, thus distracting other learners, or they 

might show off their mastery by calling out answers to every question, thus preventing other 

students from figuring it out for themselves.  On the other side are students who have difficulty. 

If teachers take time to answer their questions and help them think things through, their 

classmates might become bored and begin entertaining themselves with off-task and disruptive 

behaviors.  

Productive and Defensive Responses to Students 

Student resistance to learning can make classroom life look something like an 

intellectual tug of war, for even as teachers struggle to persuade students to learn, students try 

to persuade teachers to reduce the intellectual demands placed on them. They try to redefine 

assignments into less ambiguous, less ambitious projects that make fewer intellectual demands 

on them.  And because teachers need compliant students in order to do any teaching at all, they 

often concede to student’s pleas for relief (Cusick 1983; Doyle 1986; Doyle and Carter 1984; 

Metz 1993).  Sedlak et al. (1986) called this bargaining process a ―tacit conspiracy to avoid 

sustained, rigorous, demanding academic inquiry (pg 5).‖   

Students’ energy level and easy distractibility also motivate teachers to concentrate much 

of their instructional energy on containing students.  They engage in continuous monitoring, 

much of which is aimed at preventing a lapse in attention, preventing a side-bar conversation, 

preventing disruptive behavior, or preventing distractions (Kounin 1970).  Not only do teachers 

continuously monitor students, they also convey their awareness to students, publically 

commenting on which students are behaving appropriately and which are not (Jackson 

1968/1990; Kounin 1970). Transcripts of classroom lessons commonly contain teacher 

comments such as ―Gina’s point about the slope of this line is a good one.  Get back in your seat, 

Nathan.  What else can we say about the slope of this line?‖  

One important aspect of containment that has received relatively less notice is that 

teachers also try to contain student enthusiasm. Teachers frequently design lessons to foster a 

minimum level of student interest, but no more than that (Kennedy 2005). They need students 

to be interested enough to cooperate with the lesson but not so interested that they actually 

become excited. Over-enthusiasm can lead to too many off-task questions and comments and 

can slow the group down.  One teacher in Kennedy’s study said that the first year she worked 

with a new reform-oriented, problem-solving curriculum, she covered only a third of the text by 

the end of the year because she had not learned how to contain student discussions and close 

them out so that the students could move to the next topic.   

Because student attention is quickly diverted, teachers also place a high value on 

maintaining lesson momentum, and their central strategy for attaining momentum is to keep 

the entire group moving in tandem through the curriculum.  They have learned that whenever 

they take time to attend to a single student, they risk losing the attention of the rest of the class. 

If they divide students into groups and try to work with one group, they must constantly scan 

the rest of the room to make sure the other students do not lose their focus.  A central theme in 

teachers’ responses to their students, then, is to consistently, persistently, and explicitly pull the 

entire class forward through the lesson. 
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These aspects of teachers’ relationships with students may not seem relevant to 

questions about data use but they are relevant in two ways.  First, they help us understand 

teachers’ widespread reliance on defensive instructional strategies.  Moreover, they suggest that 

one strong hypothesis for how teachers might respond to psychometric feedback is that they will 

continue using the same defensive strategies they have always used.  If this is the case, having 

more and more detailed information about student progress may not really improve instruction 

or learning.  On the other hand, this portrait of teachers’ relations with students also raises an 

interesting alternative: if psychometric feedback actually helped teachers understand their 

students’ strengths and weaknesses in a way that was instructionally useful, it might also help 

them develop more productive instructional responses.  

Psychometric vs. Clinical Feedback regarding Students 

Table 1 suggests that one important question about psychometric feedback is whether or 

how it might complement, compete with, or supplant the knowledge teachers normally have 

access to via clinical feedback. Teachers’ clinical knowledge of their students is voluminous. 

Teachers read and evaluate hundreds of daily assignments, field hundreds of questions and 

listen to hundreds of students’ responses to their own questions.  They observe conversations 

among students and see the solutions students write on the board.   

Given the pervasiveness of clinical feedback, we should know more about it than we do.  

But clinical feedback is difficult to study because it is generated in the flurry of classroom life, 

while teachers are also monitoring students for their interest, attention and conformance with 

rules.  Reynolds et al. (1995) made an effort to help teachers articulate the clues they picked up 

through classroom interactions. They asked teachers to replay videos repeatedly in order to 

identify the evidence that they had used to form their assessments. Through this recursive 

process, teachers eventually identified a wide range of indicators, including the following: 

changes in children's demeanor, extending a concept into new discoveries, 

making spontaneous modifications rather than simple imitations, using a process 

in new contexts, feeling confident in using shortcuts, being able to explain ideas 

to others, and showing high engagement and focus during activities (Reynolds et 

al, 1995, pg 367). 

This is not to say that clinical feedback is always beneficial to teachers, nor that it 

necessarily fosters more productive teaching. In fact, teachers often respond to their clinical 

feedback, such as bargaining, defensively, becoming more rigid and placing more emphasis on 

conformance with rules.  Moreover, even though clinical feedback is voluminous, it is also both 

fleeting and ambiguous.  Students may seem to grasp a concept on Monday, but to have lost it 

on Tuesday.  Several authors have commented on this problem of uncertainty (Cohen 1988; 

Floden and Clark 1988; Labaree 2000) and have suggested that it can motivate teachers to 

narrow their goals to more conservative, more easily achievable ones.  

Two studies are especially pertinent to the question of how teachers forge instructional 

meaning from psychometric data.  One study (Goertz et al. 2009) examined teacher’s use of an 

interim assessment system that was designed to foster a cyclical approach to instruction in 

which teachers teach, then examine where students are, then adjust their teaching accordingly.  
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These researchers found that the assessments provided information only about whether 

students could respond correctly to particular test items and did not reveal the reasons for their 

errors. Consequently, teachers generated their own diagnostic theories to account for student 

errors and then designed instructional practices based on their self-generated theories. The 

authors suggested that the data themselves were less important to their instructional responses 

than the teachers’ diagnoses were. Ironically, the diagnoses were probably based on their clinical 

knowledge of their students, the same knowledge that teachers have always used to decide how 

to adjust their instructional practices.  

The second study was done by a group of researchers whose original purpose was to 

develop a system of curriculum-embedded, psychometrically-sound assessments that could 

provide diagnostic feedback to secondary science teachers (Ayala et al. 2008; Brandon et al. 

2008; Furtak et al. 2008; Shavelson 2008; Yin et al. 2008). Throughout their development and 

pilot testing process, the researchers worked with a collaborating teacher who gave them 

feedback on their efforts.  In an early lament about the process, Shavelson (2006) listed 

numerous difficulties they encountered:  The system was too unwieldy; the assessments were 

too long; the feedback was too slow.  Sometimes the researchers generated too much 

information, or information that conflicted with other available information. Perhaps the most 

telling problem Shavelson identified was that teachers lacked a framework for interpreting and 

using the assessment information and in particular didn’t know what to do with the 

achievement patterns they saw. At one point, Shavelson (2006) said, ―Teachers did not know 

how to use this information to close the gap between students' current and desired learning 

states; nor did we!‖ (pg 69).  

Ultimately, what began as curriculum-embedded, psychometrically sound formative 

tests evolved into something called ―reflective lessons‖ that teachers themselves implemented, 

and through which they obtained the kind of immediate feedback normally obtained through 

clinical feedback.  This evolution itself is worth attention, and raises the question whether the 

final version, the reflective lesson, is closer to its psychometric parents or its clinical sibling in its 

contribution to teachers’ instructional decision making.  

Psychometric Feedback and the Problem of Defensive Responses to 
Students 

The second question Table 1 presents is whether psychometric feedback motivates 

productive changes in instruction. To answer this, we need a way to distinguish those responses 

that lead to genuine improvements in the education students receive.  If psychometric feedback 

presents nothing more than a list of correct and incorrect responses, rather than a diagnostic 

interpretation of them, it could foster more defensive responses and fewer productive responses.  

For example, teachers might benefit from feedback that helped them understand why specific 

errors occurred, or what was not understood and what was misunderstood.  Pellegrino (2002) 

argues that every assessment system is necessarily based in a model of the human mind.  Test 

items are designed to tap into the contents of that mind, but it is the underlying model that tells 

us what their responses actually mean.  Most assessments, he argues, do not acknowledge the 

fact that human minds hold knowledge in organized structures, so that it is not enough to know 
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that students were correct on one item and wrong on another.  What is needed is knowledge of 

how the student actually thinks about the entire domain, links ideas together, views causal 

relations and so forth.   

If psychometric feedback were to provide this kind of knowledge to teachers, it would 

convey to teachers not just which students missed which items, but what concepts students had 

grasped or misunderstood. It is not clear that many, or even any, available data systems actually 

provide this kind of instructional insight to teachers.  Researchers in the sciences who study 

learning progressions (e.g., Alonzo and Steedle 2009; Songer et al. 2009) aim to provide this 

kind of knowledge to teachers, but their assessments are tied to discrete domains of knowledge 

with clearly specified learning goals and are not sufficiently developed to incorporate into extant 

year-long school curricula. 

Goals 

The second important part of the problem space of teachers is their goals. Teachers’ 

goals can be rather complicated, in part because Americans as a society often espouse conflicting 

purposes for schools and teachers: They want youngsters to learn particular content, but also to 

be nurtured, developed into good citizens, and motivated to participate productively in society.  

They want teachers to be role models for moral and ethical behavior but also to be efficient, 

organized and goal-oriented.  They believe all students deserve equal treatment and resources, 

but they also think some students should receive more.  They are divided on whether children 

should be controlled by external rules with consequences or whether, instead, they should be 

taught to regulate themselves.  They want to socialize students to accommodate the prevailing 

cultural norms, yet also want students to become critical thinkers; and so forth.  These different 

ideas wax and wane in their social popularity and strain the education system. They have been 

examined by several writers (Berlak and Berlak 1981; Cremin 1990; Egan 1997; Egan 2001; 

Tyack and Cuban 1995).  But it is teachers, as street-level bureaucrats, who ultimately decide 

which goals to work on during each curriculum unit, each lesson, and each fleeting interaction 

with each child.  

Even putting aside social and cultural goals, goals for content knowledge can be 

ambiguous as well. Districts typically provide at least three types of guides for teachers: 

Curriculum standards, textbooks and their associated teachers’ manuals, and one or more 

standardized achievement tests.  These three types of guides may or may not be coherent, 

internally consistent, or aligned with each other, and they have each separately been the object 

of substantial criticism.  Standards have been criticized because they do not provide 

instructional guidance but instead simply stipulate broad outcomes (Cohen and Moffitt 2009; 

Shattuck 2005).  They also vary greatly across the states and often are not very well aligned with 

any of the national professional standards (Porter et al. 2009).  Textbooks have been famously 

characterized as a mile wide and an inch deep (Schmidt et al. 1999). They have also been 

criticized for reciting information without offering any hint as to its value or meaning. In part 

because states differ in their standards, American textbooks are crowded with pictures and 

―factlets,‖ offering something for every constituency.  These texts could easily discourage the 

very kind of thoughtful instruction we claim we want.   
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Tests provide the third leg of the curricular-guidance stool, and their role has changed 

substantially in the past two decades. There was a time when students might be tested once 

every three or six years, but now they are tested every year and often every quarter; many such 

tests are attached to textbooks. If such a test accompanies a textbook that is a mile wide and an 

inch deep, it could even further encourage teachers to focus on discrete facts at the expense of 

thoughtful examination of deeper concepts. 

Productive and Defensive Responses to a Complicated Goal Structure 

Many people assume that teachers’ instructional plans are based on rational choices — 

that is, teachers begin with a curricular goal and then select the most effective techniques for 

achieving that goal, where techniques may include demonstrations, recitations, learning 

activities or other events.  But teachers think more like designers who face a number of 

constraints and who invent solutions to fit within them.  Architecture might be an appropriate 

analogy.  An architect might be asked to build a house with three bedrooms and a south-facing 

living room, that will sit on the side of a hill, and whose construction must not disturb a 

particular tree.  The constraints are constant, but there are an infinite number of possible ways 

to satisfy them all.  

One way that teachers differ from architects, though, is that teachers have very little time 

to plan out their lessons and so they do not aim for perfect or elegant solutions.  Instead, they 

aim for something that will do.  Simon and Newell (1971) called this kind of thinking 

―satisficing,‖ a term that blends the concepts of ―satisfy‖ and ―suffice‖ and is intended to remind 

us that the goal is not perfection, but rather adequacy.  These authors argued that, in many 

situations, rational problem solving is not possible because we have too little information, we 

have multiple needs, or goals, and we can only plan for short purposive episodes, not for longer 

ones. They did not mean to imply that satisficing is a bad thing; rather, it is the best we can hope 

for in ambiguous, multidimensional situations.  

Like architectural planning, teaching necessarily involves numerous simultaneous 

considerations.  Lessons are designed so that teachers can simultaneously manage student 

behavior, motivate students and teach students; ensure civil discourse; ensure that work is 

completed at precisely 11:35; ensure that materials are available, distributed efficiently, and 

collected efficiently at the end of the period or day, and so forth (Fenwick 1998; Kennedy 2005).  

When Kennedy (2005) asked teachers what motivated particular actions during a lesson, 

teachers frequently offered two or three different considerations.  For instance, a teacher might 

attribute an action to (a) noticing that a particular student was confused, (b) realizing that the 

lesson needed to be finished in ten minutes; and (c) realizing that one of the table groups had 

moved off task.   

These aspects of teacher planning are also relevant to psychometric feedback.  Much of 

the advocacy for institutionalized testing systems is based on an assumption that this kind of 

feedback will help teachers engage in some form of rational planning.  If that assumption is 

wrong – that is, if teacher plans necessarily rest on satisficing rather than rational planning – 

then the way teachers draw on psychometric feedback for instructional planning may never 

match our expectations for it.  
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Psychometric vs. Clinical Feedback regarding Goals 

Following Table 1, we should ask whether psychometric feedback complements, 

competes with, or supplants the knowledge teachers normally gain from clinical feedback, 

specifically with respect to instructional goals.  These two forms of feedback inform teachers 

about very different types of goals: psychometric feedback tends to be very narrowly focused on 

specific curricular goals, whereas clinical feedback may help teachers see whether students are 

interested or bored, cooperating with one another or fighting, contributing to the social order of 

the classroom as a whole, taking personal responsibility for their work, and so forth.   

Clinical feedback is likely the only source of information about the many non-content-

matter goals teachers have for their students.  But psychometric feedback can offer something 

teachers cannot obtain from clinical feedback, for in addition to informing them about what 

students have learned, it can also inform them about what the substantive goals should be.  An 

early study of the Vermont state summative assessment (Koretz et al. 1994) provides a useful 

example.  For this assessment, the state used student products that were generated in the course 

of regular instruction, and then taught teachers a scoring rubric for evaluating these products.  

Teachers found that the scoring rubric itself was helpful because it helped them understand 

what good student work should look like, and in that sense it helped them engage in more 

focused, goal-oriented instruction.   

Psychometric Feedback and the Problem of Defensive Responses to Goals 

I have found no studies that engaged in serious content analyses of psychometric 

feedback systems to see how well they aligned with other types of curricular guidance.  This is 

unfortunate, for any study that aims to understand the way teachers interpret and respond to 

test data must also ascertain what the messages are within those data and how those messages 

mesh with messages in textbooks and other guidelines.  There are at least two important 

questions here.   

First, do teachers respond to psychometric feedback differently depending on how well 

the data align with other types of curricular guidelines?   For instance, if psychometric feedback 

is not aligned with the standards and textbooks, the disparities might increase defensive 

responses to psychometric feedback because teachers would not have the curricular resources 

they need to generate productive instruction in response.  On the other side, of course, if 

teachers have access to a conceptually coherent, integrated and aligned set of curricular 

guidelines, we would like to see whether such a system fosters more productive instructional 

responses to feedback.   

But there is another question that can be raised here as well:  In this more ideal 

situation, where teachers have coherent and aligned guidance about goals and curricula, does 

psychometric feedback provide any additional benefit?   This question is important because test 

data are likely to be the most expensive part of a curriculum guidance system, and we need to 

know whether it adds enough unique information to justify its cost. In fact, many studies that 

purport to examine the use of data systems are really examining curricular guidance systems 

more broadly.  For example, Datnow, Park  & Wohlstetter (2007) studied four districts that had 
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been identified as leaders in data-driven decision making.  These districts had invested in 

coherent curricula as well as data management systems and had provided numerous tools—

forms, checklists and the like—to help school groups study themselves.  They also provided more 

time for teachers to examine data and to meet and discuss alternatives, and they provided 

training to develop capacity and to help form a culture of data use.  Similarly, Young (2006) 

studied grade-level planning teams in four schools and found numerous ―agenda-setting‖ 

supports for teachers; Marsh, McCombs, & Martorell (2009) looked at schools that combined 

data systems with instructional coaches.  

In all these studies, districts made a variety of changes designed to provide teachers with 

more clear and coherent guidance regarding student learning goals. Suppose they had provided 

all of these goal-clarifying supports—the professional development, planning time, curriculum 

materials, coaches, team meetings, and so forth, without also providing data.  And suppose 

they still have achieved beneficial results.  Systems such as these provide teachers with a host of 

instructional supports intended to clarify both goals and alternative means for achieving those 

goals.  So far, researchers have assumed that whatever benefits they saw came from the data 

system, not from the organized set of goal-clarifying guidance.  We need to know if these 

systems provide benefits by themselves for two reasons.  First, districts have not provided clear 

and integrated goal-oriented support systems in the past, so the effect of such systems is worth 

sorting out.  And second, data systems are the most expensive component of such systems.  If 

the rest of the system is useful to teachers by itself, it might enable them to make better use of 

their clinical feedback and remove the need for psychometric feedback altogether.  

One example of such an alternative guidance system is described by Ma (1999), who 

noticed that teachers in China appeared to continually increase their understanding of the 

content they taught. On further investigation, Ma discovered that Chinese teachers’ teaching 

manuals explained the content of each unit’s mathematics to the teachers and also explained the 

kind of misconceptions and confusions students were likely to have.  Chinese teachers also have 

more planning time than US teachers and have access to peers who are teaching the same 

content, thus increasing their opportunities to think about how best to teach this content, what 

kind of examples to use, and so forth. Such guidance can help teachers focus on learning goals 

and also help them make more sense of their clinical feedback, so that they may not need 

expensive psychometric feedback. 

I asked at the beginning of this paper if the concept of data use might be a panacea 

because, by itself, data use lacks any instructional meaning.  Advocates for data use assume that 

instructional planning is a rational process organized around a well-understood learning goal, 

and that psychometric feedback regarding progress toward that goal would help teachers plan 

and revise instruction.  But if teachers’ planning is based on satisficing rather than a rational 

process of weighing of alternatives, then the central premise behind arguments for data systems 

is faulty. Moreover, there is a potential for psychometric feedback to splinter content knowledge 

in such a way that it may actually discourage the kind of content-rich and intellectually-

challenging instruction that students need.  If this occurs, psychometric feedback could move 

our education system further away from the very outcomes its advocates claim it supports. 
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Constraints 

The third component of teachers’ problem space is constraints. Schools and school 

districts structure teachers’ work in important ways.  They schedule teachers’ time, provide 

them physical space and with instructional materials and resources, allocate students to them, 

and impose various demands on them.  Teachers tend not to think explicitly about the 

constraints that structure their work, but instead to accept them as givens.  However, three 

constraints are particularly relevant to their ability to teach productively and to respond 

productively to psychometric feedback.  

Distractions.  Institutions disrupt teachers’ plans by scheduling field trips, assemblies and tests, 

by making announcements over the public address system, putting telephones into classrooms 

which ring during class, and by sending central office staff into teachers’ classrooms during class 

time to get signatures on paperwork (Kennedy, 2005).  Institutions also frequently move 

students in and out of classrooms for special programs, and the schedules of these movements 

are not necessarily coordinated with teachers’ own lesson schedules. In their cross national 

comparison of teaching practices, Stigler and Hiebert (1999) noticed that American teachers’ 

lessons were more frequently interrupted than those of teachers in other countries. 

Institutions also revise policies from year to year and regularly introduce reforms, 

requiring teachers to adjust their own work to accommodate these changes.  In fact, the zeal for 

reform itself has reached such a fevered pitch that teachers can be confronted with one or more 

new reform initiatives every year.  Each new superintendant and each new building principal 

feels obligated to introduce a new initiative. They shift to block scheduling, then away from it, 

into a zero-tolerance policy, then away from that, into a new textbook or a new curriculum 

framework, then to something else.  Yet each initiative requires teachers to revise their own 

routines and strategies.  Every new policy, from zero tolerance to team teaching, pulls teachers’ 

attention away from their teaching and toward a new logistical problem of how to accommodate 

this latest innovation.  

The net result of these distractions is that teachers must stop thinking about how to 

engage students with curriculum content and think instead about how to revise their 

procedures, schedules, or organizational strategies to accommodate the newest helpful idea. 

Planning Time. Teachers typically are allocated one planning hour per day.  During this single 

hour, they are expected to plan all of their daily lessons, read and respond to student work, 

assign grades to student products, and diagnose their learning progress.  Much of the student 

work they read provides clinical feedback that can influence their further plans, but the volume 

of such work can be extensive.   

In the US it is assumed that teachers contribute additional time at home in the evenings. 

When they do, the ratio of planning time to instructional time might be closer to 2:5—that is, 

two hours of planning time for five hours of instructional time.  This expanded ratio is still far 

less than the ratios of teachers in China and Japan, which are closer to 2:1 (Kennedy in press).  

Moreover, it is not uncommon for American institutions to invade teachers’ planning time with 

other agendas.  Institutions convene teachers to review test results, engage in professional 
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development, plan assemblies and other special events, revise discipline policies or paperwork 

procedures, or engage in other institutional tasks.   

It should not be surprising, then, that Kennedy (2005) found teachers rushing to class 

without having read the day’s lesson in the textbook, forgetting to bring materials they planned 

to use, or discovering mid-lesson unforeseen problems with their plans or materials.  Their 

limitation in planning time means that teachers rely heavily on their textbooks for direction, 

examples and homework assignments, and rarely spend much time thinking through the 

intellectual nuances of the content that they are teaching.   

Instructional Time.  Teachers are also constrained in the time available for instruction. Both the 

length of the school year and the schedule of breaks for vacations and holidays are fixed in 

advance.  One of the first things teachers do as they plan out a new school year is to arrange the 

curriculum content along the contours of the calendar so that they can accommodate breaks, 

testing schedules or other interruptions. The primary goal of this long-range planning is to 

ensure that all the content can get covered but also to ensure that school breaks don’t come up 

in the middle of any major curricular units.  Though teachers can adjust these schedules 

somewhat, they cannot deviate too far or they risk not finishing the curriculum by the end of the 

year.  If students fail to fully grasp a particular unit, teachers face a conflict between the need to 

spend more time on that unit and the need to move on to other material that must also be taught 

before the year is finished.  

Notice that a new data system is highly likely to be added to the list of constraints within 

which teachers must plan and organize their work.  They will need to reserve more instructional 

days for testing, reserve more planning days for data analysis, and perhaps spend more time 

coordinating their work with that of their peers. 

Productive and Defensive Responses to Constraints 

Institutional constraints can have important effects on instruction and can increase the 

likelihood of defensive instruction.  They may force teachers to hastily throw their lessons 

together and interruptions during class can cause teachers to lose their train of thought, thus 

throwing the lesson off kilter.  These effects are sporadic, but there is a more enduring effect as 

well: Constraints can weaken teachers’ sense of efficacy and control over their work.  Ingersoll 

(2003) argues that teachers have been given a role similar to foremen in a shop: they have very 

little control over their situation, but a great deal of responsibility.  The sense of helplessness 

that can arise from these institutional constraints could, in turn,  foster more defensive 

instructional practices. Teachers themselves have few opportunities to give concentrated 

thought to any intellectual concepts, let alone provide their students with such opportunities.   

Psychometric vs. Clinical Feedback regarding Constraints 

In order to think about how psychometric feedback might complement, compete with, or 

supplant clinical feedback in the context of constraints, let’s extend the term ―clinical feedback‖ 

to refer to things teachers learn through their daily interactions with everyone in the school.  

That is, much of teachers’ understandings of their school policies and procedures is likely 

gathered through clinical sources rather than through formal top-down communications. Of 
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interest, then, is whether teachers might learn something from psychometric feedback that is 

pertinent to their perception of, or response to, their constraints and that might add to or differ 

from what they normally learn from clinical feedback alone. 

There is a good chance that psychometric feedback could provide such knowledge. Every 

school has a status hierarchy, and Ingersoll (2003) has shown that there are visible patterns of 

favoritism that affect the allocation of space and time within schools.  Teachers probably know, 

through their clinical feedback, which teachers are more or less favored by the administration.  

But psychometric feedback may point to a different hierarchy, one based on a merit criterion.  

Over time, allocations of coveted resources could change so that they are more aligned with 

student achievement patterns and less aligned with friendship patterns.   

Notice, though, that even if psychometric feedback alters the allocation of rewards and 

perks, it may not alter anyone’s understanding of why student achievement differs from one 

classroom to the next, for teachers rarely have opportunities to observe one another’s 

instruction.   

Psychometric Feedback and the Problem of Defensive Responses to 
Constraints 

Probably the single most important feature of psychometric feedback is that it comes to 

teachers through a large and complex centralized system. As such, it adds to teachers’ 

constraints in at least four ways.  First, the assessments themselves consume some amount of 

teachers’ instructional time, leaving less of it for teaching content.  Second, the data 

presentations consume some amount of teachers’ planning time, as teachers struggle to make 

sense of the feedback. Third, the system as a whole imposes a set of instructional goals on 

teachers that may limit their flexibility to respond to other instructional demands.  Finally, the 

implementation of the system may be accompanied by institutional pressures to demonstrate 

growth which may frighten teachers.  All four of these features of data systems could motivate 

more defensive instructional responses.  Hence, any research on the introduction of such 

systems needs to examine the nature and extent of these constraints as well as how teachers 

respond to these constraints. 

Another important feature of data systems, though, is that they alter the locus of 

instructional planning, generally encouraging more group-level planning and analysis and less 

isolated teacher-by-teacher analysis and planning. Though this may be welcomed by some 

teachers, it may also be considered a constraint in the sense that it structures teachers’ work in 

different ways.  In fact, even if teachers adapt to and embrace group planning, ultimately they 

still teach alone.  An important question for researchers here is how school-wide and grade-level 

planning conversations affect an individual teacher’s actual instructional activities.  

Very few studies have actually examined the systemic influence of data systems, in part 

because very few districts actually have wholesale, functioning data systems that could be used 

to collectively plan instruction. From their national survey of teachers, Means et al. (2007) 

found that teachers frequently had access to data on attendance, demographics, course 

enrollment histories and the like, but fewer had access to student test data, and only 19% had 
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access to data on the students they were currently serving.   

As new systems are introduced, it will be important to examine them in the context of 

existing constraints governing teaching practices.  For example, in a school fraught with reforms 

and distractions, a new data system might be viewed as simply one more thing, this year’s 

reform, this year’s nuisance.  But in a more stable environment, teachers might respond more 

productively.   

There are also questions about how psychometric feedback interacts with other 

constraints, especially instructional time. Suppose a teacher completes a curriculum unit and 

then obtains psychometric feedback indicating that students did not learn as much as expected. 

The teacher is then faced with two options, neither of which is ideal: Take additional time to 

review the material, thus getting behind schedule, or move on to the next unit, thus maintaining 

the schedule at the expense of students’ grasp of the content.  The psychometric feedback does 

not tell teachers which is the preferable choice and the constraint of time is not negotiable. 

A similar dilemma applies to differentiation.  One recent study (Wayman and Stringfield 

2006) examined teachers’ responses to patterns of test data in high data-use schools.  These 

authors asked the publishers who produce data systems to nominate their most successful 

schools for study, and then interviewed teachers in three of these schools. Not surprisingly, 

teachers in these schools were enthusiastic about the data systems, saying that they felt they had 

better knowledge of their students and a greater sense of efficacy.  They reported more 

collaboration as well and said that the data were important to school-wide discussions and 

planning processes. Less was said about what teachers actually did differently within their own 

classrooms in response to the feedback. But teachers did say that the data enabled them to 

better differentiate among their students and to respond to students’ individual needs: 

For instance, a pair of teachers in School B described a complex system of team 

teaching where the two teachers combined classes for certain lessons, then 

formed subgroups of students to split out for other lessons or small-group help. A 

group of teachers in School A described a process they use to identify individual 

students for enrichment or remediation, based on frequent local assessments. In 

all examples, the teachers reported a data system to be the primary support. 

[Wayman & Stringfield, 2006, pg 564] 

While this finding is encouraging for the prospect of ―data use‖ per se, it does not reveal much 

about the underlying relationship between the feedback and instruction. If teachers allow some 

students to review an earlier unit while other students move on, they may ultimately increase 

the variability among their students.  At some point the school year will end and, at that time, 

the students who repeated earlier units will finish the year having learned less material than 

their peers.  Differentiation is often listed as a benefit of psychometric feedback systems, but the 

problem of how differentiated instruction is balanced against the constraints of the school 

calendar is rarely considered.   

The Value Added by Psychometric Feedback 

My aim in this paper has been to examine the actual or potential value of data systems 

for teachers’ instructional planning and decision making.  Because these systems are new and 
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are not pervasive, much of the literature so far focuses on how the systems are being 

implemented more than on how they influence practice.  My central concern has been that 

psychometric feedback systems are being introduced into school systems before their 

instructional value has been ascertained.  The concept of data use has become a panacea, an ill-

defined concept that is expected to solve a wide range of educational problems.  

To ―deconstruct‖ this concept, I propose a research agenda organized around two broad 

questions:  Does psychometric feedback offer a value for teachers over and above that provided 

by their normal clinical feedback, and does psychometric feedback foster more productive or 

more defensive instructional responses?   

In considering these two questions, I have also shown that teachers face numerous 

problems and constraints in their work: Their students may not be attentive or motivated, their 

curricular guidance can be confusing, inconsistent or vague, and changes in district policies and 

procedures can distract them from their instructional goals and limit the time they have for 

teaching and for planning.  These aspects of teachers problem spaces raise a third question, 

which is whether, given the variety of problem teachers face, a new data system is the best 

investment for scarce district resources.   

All instructional supports—professional development, curriculum materials, staff 

meetings, or data systems—have the potential to foster productive improvements in teaching or 

to foster defensive instructional responses. Productive responses are goal oriented and focus on 

student learning, while defensive responses consist of mindless coverage of textbook or test 

content.  A central concern in this paper has been the question of whether data use will lead to 

productive instructional improvements or whether, instead, it will turn out to be a panacea.  If 

the latter, the effects of data systems could be to spend large sums of money and to exacerbate 

the defensive practices we currently see in classrooms.  Certainly there is much to be learned 

about the panoply of institutional forces that shape teaching practices, only one of which is 

centralized data systems. 
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